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OF FORYS 
We generalize the following remark of Fo~s [2]: 
If the rational transduction ~-:A*-* A* has a factorization/3 o N L o a -I, where 
and/3 are alphabetic morphisms 8"~ A*, Lc  8"  is rational, and the alphabet 8
has cardinality 181 :~ 2, then the set of fixed points fp(~') = {x: x e ~'(x)} of ~" is rational. 
Here is the generalization. 
Proposition. Suppose that the relation ~" :A* -* A* admits a factorization /3o N L o a -~, 
where or, [3 : 8*--> A* are morphisms, L c 8* ,  and 18[ = 2. Suppose further that L has 
rational Parikh image. Then fp(¢) lies in the rational cone generated bv L. 
In particular, the restriction to alphabetic homomorphisms was superfluous. 
To prove the generalization, we denote by N the free c3clic monoid ~,nd need 
the following three facts. 
Fact 1. Let ~: No  N be a rational relation. Then fp(¢):= {n: n ~ 7(n)} is rational. 
Fact 1 follows from the Ginsberg-Spanier theorem. 
Fact 2. Let x and y belong to the free monoid A*. Then either the submonoid of  A* 
generated by x and y is free or else x and y are both powers of  some single word z. 
Fact 2 car~ be proved directly by induction or derived from the defect heorem 
(see Lothair~: • [3]). 
Fact 3o A proper and faithful rational transduction ~p:8*-* 8"  has rational fixed 
point set fp(~p). 
Fact 3 is due to Forys [2]; the hypotheses mean that ~p(8 +) c 8 + and that ~p-~(co) 
is finite for each o, ~ 8* .  
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Proof of Propo,~ition. Distinguish cases. If a is injective, then a-~fp(a/~ -~) = {~o: ::1 x 
with a ~ ' )  ~ a(X)  = ~(X)} = fP(a-l/3); so fp(¢) = a(Lra  fp(a- I / / ))  = a(L )  n 
fp(a//-~), and it suffices to show that fp(a~-~) is rational. Now if i~ is also an 
injection, then a/3 -~ satisfies the hypotheses of Fact 3 above and we are done. If fl 
is not an injection, then (according to Fact 2) f l (~*)  lies in some cyclic submonoid 
{X}*c A*. Let ~p: N~*  be the morphism which sends the generator" of N to X. 
Then O := ~0 -~ o/3 o a -~ o ~ is a rational relation N- ,  N, being the composite of 
rational relations between free monoids; therefore fp(O) is rational by Fact 1. But 
fp(a/3 -l) = ~(fp(O)), which resolves this case. 
We may therefore assume by symmetry that neither a not ,8 is ~njective. Applying 
Fact 2, we find that a (~*)n /3 ( - -  =*) again belongs to some cyclic submonoid 
{~,}*c A*; introducing, as before, the homomorphism ~, :N-*A* ,  we construct a 
relation O: N-~ N such that ~,(fp(O))= fp(~'). But now fp(O) is rational because 
L has r~ationa! Parikh image~. D 
Instead of Fact 3, it is also possible to use Er~geifriet and Rozenberg's [ 1 ] theorem 
on symmetric DGSM mappings. 
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